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•
•
•
•
•

NFPA 25 compliant checklists
Secure cloud based data storage
Traceable inspections for insurance company
and building management
Reduced in person inspection
Reduce human error

•
•
•
•
•

Marina Bay Sands Singapore
Suntec City Singapore
Burj Khalifa Dubai
Opera House Sydney Australia
MRT Yellow and MRT Pink line Thailand

•

Your fire system data, inspection reports and geolocation
available 24/7 from a single source stored securely in the cloud
Receive automatic pre warnings and alarms
Works with all brands and types of pumps

•
•

Kirloskar Brothers (Thailand) Limited
Tel:+66 2 661 8272-4, +66 2 026 3585
Email: admin@kirloskar.co.th
Website: www.kirloskarthailand.com

Board of Directors 2020-2022
Mr. Rob Hurenkamp

Mazars (Thailand) Limited
President

Mr. Manuel Madani
Priva
Vice-President

Mr. Ernst-Otto Smit

Green Wood Travel Co., Ltd.
Honorary Secretary

Mr. Gideon Otto Moolenburgh
Grant Thornton Thailand
Treasurer

Mr. Niek Hammer

The Okura Prestige Bangkok
Director

Ms. Erna Geerligs
Kubik Thailand
Director

Mr. Niels Ammerlaan
Mind Tools Co., Ltd.
Director

Mr. Marthijn Smit

Oryx Stainless (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Director

Ms. Apinya Ngammor

Kamthorn Surachet & Somsak Co., Ltd.
Director

Mr. Marcel Canters
Lasermed Co., Ltd.
Director

Mr. Heng Aik Jin

President’s Message
Welcome to the fourth edition of the NTCC Commerce
Magazine for 2021. It is the time to evaluate the year that is
ending and to look forward to what 2022 will bring. It is a bit
too easy to forget 2021 altogether, but with a bit of creativity,
we should be able to find some positive developments. The
positive development that I noticed was the recovery of the
underwater world in the many tourist destinations in Thailand.
It is great to see that the whale sharks have returned to Thai
waters.
The environment was also the topic during the UN climate
change conference “COP26” in Glasgow. During this
conference, political leaders discussed climate change and
their commitment to reduce CO2 and other emissions. In
total, 153 countries put forward their 2030 emission targets
with the goal to achieve global net-zero emissions. With
countries committing to ambitious environmental targets,
the income inequality/financing and governance targets
seem to be light. During COP26, financing issues were discussed, with developed countries committing to increase the
amount of money budgeted for the Least Developed
Countries Fund and to speed up the process of actually
making payments. The last issue, governance, was also
discussed, but only limited progress was made.
Whereas governance on a global level is a fiercely debated
topic, on a country level, governments will develop their
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) policies more
easily and implement them accordingly. With ambitious targets
in place, it is to be expected that companies, either through
government regulations, public opinion, or as a business
model, will need to set their own ESG targets. Obvious
targets will be CO2 and other emissions. However, in my
opinion, the development of people to contribute to reducing
income inequality is something that should be considered.
Governments have tools to force companies to comply with
ESG regulations. What is important for our members to
understand is that the Thai government is working on
several regulations to achieve their goals. One of the regulations deals with SET-listed companies reporting on ESG
measures from 2022 onwards. Even more important than
government policy is public opinion, in particular, that of the
younger generations, who are demanding good corporate
citizenship from their employers and companies in their
neighbourhoods.

Trouw Nutrition APAC Export & Myanmar
Director

I hoop that this short introduction on ESG will give you some
food for thought during the Christmas and New Year break.
I wish you all a good festive season.

Mr. Tak Sriratanobhas

Stay safe.

Mitr Phol Sugar Corporation Ltd.
Director

Mr. Nattapong Poosodsri
Orffa (Thailand) Ltd.
Director

Commerce Magazine, Vol. 4/ 2021
A quarterly publication of the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce.
Views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the Chamber.

Regards,
Rob Hurenkamp
President of the NTCC

Don’t wanna miss out on any NTCC networking events?

See us at our website www.ntccthailand.org
or follow us on our social media

Editor: Nattharika Kaonachaithawon
Assistant editor: Hans van den Born
Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce
15 Soi Tonson, Ploenchit Road, Lumpini, Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330
Call: +66(0)2 254 6434
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Embassy News
Overview Thai Economy
It appears that things are starting to recover as Thailand is
reopening its borders to visits. The Department of Disease
Control, Ministry of Public Health announced that more
than 30,000 visitors arrived in Thailand during the first
10 days after the reduction of quarantine to one night
when entering the kingdom.
Tourist attractions, hotels and restaurants including
other tourism related businesses are cautiously enthusiastic about this plan. This is because Thailand is
still registering about 5,000 COVID-19 infections a day,
and 40% of the population have received two vaccines doses. Moreover, overseas visitors are still hesitant
to travel as there is a risk of a two week hospital quarantine at their own expenses in case of a COVID-19
infection.
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed how people learn, work and live around the world. The pandemic
pushed us, both companies and consumers, to quickly adopt new behaviors that we are likely to continue
post-pandemic, such as remote work, virtual meetings and a stronger reliance on e-commerce. However,
it cannot be denied that human interaction still remains imperative in our lives and the way we do business.
Reflecting back on 2021
Like many countries, Thailand’s economy was hit hard by the COVID-19 particularly when the partial lockdown
measures and curfew were implemented. In the third quarter of 2021, the Thai Economy contracted by 0.3%
y-o-y. Nevertheless, the economy is expected to recover following the easing of the COVID-19 containment
measures, falling numbers of new COVID-19 cases and increasing vaccination rate. For the full-year 2021, the
economy is expected to grow around 1%. This forecast is due to the relaxation of COVID-19 measures, including
the reopening of the country to overseas travelers and strong exports.
During the first half of 2021, a number of business events and trade missions were postponed or cancelled
due to the pandemic. The embassy switched to virtual meetings and utilized digital platforms to provide
support, update Dutch businesses and to keep trade going.
For example, we virtually signed Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on water and exchange knowledge
on water management. This MoU enables us to act as a preferred partner when it comes down to water
cooperation. One result is the Netherlands – Thailand Water Dialogue, under which a number of Dutch
companies have already presented their solutions and technologies to Thai agencies.
In order to stay connected, the embassy also organized/co-organized a number of webinars e.g. on Feed
Safety, Circular Design, Dutch Maritime Technology and Green Finance and Investment.
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Embassy News
Looking forward to 2022
The reopening of Thailand expects to push the Thai economy and tourism back on track. The prediction is
that the economy will recover at around 3.5 – 4.5% as a result of reopening the country, stimulating household
spending and promoting private sector investment including government spending.
Going forward, the embassy will continue to actively support Dutch companies in doing business in Thailand
and enhance collaboration with Thai partners particularly in the areas of Dutch expertise such as agriculture
& food, water, renewable energy, and health. Sustainable development and transition towards a green
economy will remain the central, crosscutting focus. We will work with Thailand on climate adaptation and
urban resilience to support Thailand’s pledges at COP26 to achieve a net zero emission by 2065. Under the
MOU signing on water between Thailand and the Netherlands in 2021, we will continue to organize a number of
knowledge sharing and business activities under the framework of the Netherlands – Thailand Water Dialogue.
For horticulture, 2022 will be a special year as the Netherlands is hosting International Horticultural Exhibition
Floriade, which only takes place once in a decade. Thailand will have its own pavilion at this exhibition, which
marks the cooperation between our countries.
Furthermore, the economic team will strengthen ties with the Thai private sector to inform them about the
investment and trade opportunities in the Netherlands, in cooperation with the Netherlands Foreign Investment
Agency.
In order to strengthen our capacity on Cambodia to improve our services to Dutch companies active in Cambodia,
the embassy has expanded its economic team with our new policy officer dedicated to Cambodian Affairs.

As this is the last volume of the year, the economic team would like to wish you a very prosperous new year
and a full of great accomplishments. We are looking forward to continuing our next chapter together in 2022.
If you have any suggestions on how we can support you better, feel free to reach out to us via ban-ea@
minbuza.nl
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Everything under control

PROCESS AUTOMATION
AND CONTROL SOLUTIONS

Adding value to a wide section of high performance customers within the Asia-Pacific
region, our professionals execute turn-key projects in process, manufacturing,
infrastructure and data-centre environments. We offer custom designed solutions
covering these industries, and more:

Food & Beverage

Consumer Packaged Goods

Petrochemical

Data Centres

Energy

Logistics

Automotive

Environmental

www.zi-argus.com
ZI-ARGUS IS A BUSINESS OF ZUELLIG INDUSTRIAL WITH OFFICES IN
THAILAND, INDONESIA, THE PHILIPPINES, AUSTRALIA, SINGAPORE
www.zuelligindustrial.com

Recent NTCC Events

16 September | Tech & The City CNX: Startups Next
Normal, entrepreneurs, Talk & Meet-up

22 September | Thailand’s PDPA Personal Data
Protection Act

The seventh edition of the Tech & The City by Global
Startup Hub CNX, supported by NIA & Startup Thailand,
powered by CM Town & Chiang Mai Connect by NTCC.

NTCC in collaboration with Spanish-Thai Chamber
of Commerce kindly host Thailand's PDPA Personal
Data Protection Act - A Second Change for Compliance
in 2022 Webinar.

Fellow startup founders and entrepreneurs from the tech
ecosystem share more about the co-living buzz and
boom in Chiang Mai, the innovative tools (project management) being developed for the specific Thai market, the
innovations that are new for team building / corporate
training scene I the hybrid era, the update on all the latest
happenings in the Chiang Mai’s growing tech ecosystem,
and the connections with entrepreneurs & professionals
from the tech eco-system and beyond.

27 September | Blockchain Technology and Technology
and Digital Currencies for Companies
Belgian-Luxembourg/Thai Chamber of Commerce,
supported by Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce,
hosts a Zoom Webinar called “Blockchain Technology
and Digital Currencies for Companies”
Jirayut Srupsrisopa (Topp), Founder and Group CEO of
Bitkub Capital Group Holdings Co., Ltd., were among
one of the illustrious speakers at the event. The webinar
focuses on explaining and illustrating by examples how
blockchain technology is being used these days by a
large range of companies, also outside the Fintech world.

The speaker in the event was Dr. Roland Amoussou,
Partner at Vovan & Associes, and expert in international arbitration, personal data protection, digital
economy law and crypto currency regulations. DR.
Roland Amoussou discussed about the legal implications, obligations and sanctions for unlawful data
collection, processing and transfer by companies
and entities.

1 October | Member Gathering in Chiang Mai
NTCC Members in Chiang Mai along with our colleagues
gathered at Wish Beer Chiang Mai to celebrate festivities. Conversations were joyfully passed around
alongside a good time. This event was very successful
with a satisfying turnout.
Thank you to everyone that attended this event, and
we look forward to having more events in Chiang Mai,
especially the 2-day Chiang Mai alive Business Forum
2021.
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TOP FEED SOLUTIONS
Engineered by Orffa

Orffa’s range of basic,
essential feed additives

BETA-KEY

ENERGY PLUS

Non-hygroscopic
betaine HCL 95%

Nutritional
emulsifier

SELENIUM 4000

TOXIN A

BUTYCOAT

ALLIIN PLUS

ZINCOAT

Organic selenium

Binding Mycotoxins
in feed

Micro-encapsulated
butyrate

Formulation of garlic
and cinnamon

Micro-encapsulated
form of zinc oxide

Nattapong Poosodsri
Commercial Manager
 +66 61 956 5356
 poosodsri@orffa.com

Engineering your feed solutions
www.orffa.com - Follow us on   

Anupong Santisukwongchote
International Commercial Manager
 +66 81 732 2561
 santisukwongchote@orffa.com

Recent NTCC Events

4 October | NTCCafe
For the October NTCCafe, we had 23 guests joining us
at the open space at Play Deck, 4th floor, Oriental Residence Bangkok. It was a wonderful time to meet
everyone physically and created more strong relationships within our community after several months
of the pandemic lockdown. During the event, Heineken 0.0,
mocktails, Kombucha, and soft drinks were served
throughout the event due to the current alcohol ban
and government restriction.

11 October | ADCN: Your EU Gateway to Trade
Information
The Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce in
collaboration with the Dutch Chamber of Commerce
in the Philippines, together with ASEAN-Dutch
Chamber Network-partners, hosted a webinar titled
“Introducing Access2Markets: Your EU Gateway to
Trade Information”.

We are incredibly pleased and beyond happy to hear and
share conversations with our members. We would like to
thank Oriental Residence Bangkok, Saffron Collection and
our NTCC members for making it a successful evening.
Looking forward to seeing you at the next event!

This webinar welcomes the Dutch business community
across the ASEAN region to find out how this digital tool
benefits their access to current and relevant information on exporting to and importing from EU markets.
Joining us will be Mr. Adrian Bazavan, Trade Expert
for the European Commission, who has been with
Access2Markets from its early stages, working as a
trade expert on the design, technical content, and
functionality of the portal.

20 October | Joint Chambers Phuket Sundowners hosted
by AustCham

1 November | NTCCafe

The Netherlans-Thai Chamber of Commerce in
collaboration with AustCham Thailand and other
partner chambers were delighted to invite you to join
us for “Phuket Sundowners” at Phuket Boat Lagoon.
Although there was a limited capacity due to COVID-19
regulations, guests enjoyed the event. There was an
exchange in knowledge and discussion that can be
further adapted to upcoming business trends.

On the 1st of November, we welcomed members to our
November NTCCafe event at the Oriental Residence
Bangkok, Saffron Collection. The event created a wonderful
atmosphere for the guests after an eased lockdown in
Bangkok.
Thank you to The Hangover Bangkok for providing the
delicious bitterballen for the attendees as an evening
snack. We appreciated those who attended, and we were
beyond happy to have shared meaningful conversations
during the event. We would also like to thank the Oriental
Residence Bangkok for their generous hospitality and
astonishing venue. We hope to see you at our next event!
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EEC Business Forum: Reconnecting International Business with
Thai Eastern Economic Corridor
By Nattharika Kaonachaithawon, Marketing & Communications manager, Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce

The EEC project has initiated and launched many integrated infrastructure development plans to transform
the country into an innovation and logistics-wise place.
As the EEC area will become a gateway to Southeast
Asia and Asia Pacific, the projects relating to logistics
and 5G have played a significant role for the investors
and business opportunities.

The Netherlands – Thai Chamber of Commerce in
collaboration with the Joint Foreign Chambers of
Commerce (JFCCT), hosts a 2-day hybrid event
“Reconnecting International Business with Thai
Eastern Economic Corridor”, where 2 seminars, a
press briefing, a panel discussion, a sunset networking were held from Thursday-Friday, November 15-15,
2021 at Renaissance Pattaya Resort and Spa.
Along with the support from the Thailand Convention
and Exhibition Bureau (TCEB), Eastern Economic Corridor Office of Thailand (EECo), Pattaya province, and
private organizations, the audience were able to gain
knowledge on what EEC area could provide with the
latest infrastructure and development plan during this
2-day program. An open panel and networking opportunities allowed people of the same field to exchange
knowledge and expand their business opportunity in
Thailand’s Eastern Economic Corridor.

The interesting projects are, for example. High speed
rail linking 3 airports, renovating U-Tapao International
Airport, extending motorway No. 7, increasing
double-track railways, new routes and develop
Laem Chabang Port, and more.
The First Day of the EEC Forum in Pattaya

On Thursday, October 14, 2021 the program was held
at the Thailand Digital Valley in a hybrid manner. Both
guests at the event and on the online platform were
able to experience the eventful program. A video was
displayed on the topic of the Laem Chabang Port. On
this day, our honorable speakers were
•
•
•

Dr. Preesan Rakwatin; Vice President Digital
Agriculture Development and (depa Thailand)
Mr. Tienchai Makthiengtrong; Director of
Office of Support Services Administration
(Laem Chabang Port)
Mr. Pattarapon Munkongsupaleark; Vice President of Infrastructure & Utilities (Gulf Energy
Development Public Cp., Ltd.

Local experts and professionals, led by the Eastern
Economic Corridor Office of Thailand (ECCO), U-Tapao
Airport, Laem Chabang Port, and those who have
been working in the industry provided the insights and
shared their views towards these promising mega
plans in the near future.
What is the EEC?

The Eastern Economic Corridor or EEC is an area-based
development initiative, one of the mega projects
under the Thailand 4.0 scheme aiming to revitalize
the well-known Eastern Seaboard where numerous
business developers have experienced a rewarding
investment journey and exceptional achievement for
30 years.
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Each speaker discussed the topic of “reconnecting”
and sharing points about a promising future for
the EEC. The turnout on the first day was amazing.
Throughout the event, guests that attended were

able to “re-connect” with the international community
that was present at the event. At the end of presentations, the audience took part in the question
-and-answer section of the event to expand their
knowledge on the topic.
The Second Day of the EEC Forum in Pattaya

On the second day, October 15, 2021, of the EEC
Forum at the Renaissance Pattaya Resort & Spa, also
in a hybrid setting. As for the morning session, there
were 2 informative presentations from Dr. Luxmon
Attapich; Deputy Secretary General at the Eastern
Economic Corridor Office of Thailand (EECo) and Mr.

A special acknowledgement to Mrs. Sommawan Lowhaphandu of the Franco-Thai Chamber of Commerce
(FTCC) for translating in Thai for the local press and
Thai audiences.
Towards the end of the event, a panel discussion was
held from the business community was held by distinguied panelists:
•
•
•

Mr. Joost Helms; Director (Eindhoven International Project Office)
Jagannathan Srinivasan ; Managing Director
(Signify Commercial (Thailand) Ltd.)
Sunita Bottse; Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
(SUPERSNAP (Thailand)).

With Mr. Stefan van der Sluys as the moderator and
panelist.
Also, this would not be possible without the support
from Thailand Convention & Exhibition Bureau (TCEB),
Signify Commercial (Thailand), ViroPower Thailand,
and UPBEAT Co., Ltd., which has their own booth at
the event. This gave attendees the opportunity to
explore their business as well as gain connections for
future reference.

Edmonds Lim; Director at the Airport City Business.
In the afternoon, our honorable speakers for the press
briefing were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

For those who missed the live event can access the
full recording of the entire event from the NTCC YouTube
page “NTCCFLIX”. We want to give our highest gratitude to guests who have attended this event. The
turnout was lively after the relaxation of COVID-19
restrictions. The environment was filled with support
and attentiveness which made this event a success.
We hope to see you at our future events!

Mr. Wuttisak Rermkitkarn; Deputy Major of
Pattaya City
Mr. Stanley Kang; Charmain (Joint Foreign
Chambers of Commerce in Thailand
Mr. Chiruit Isarankun Na Ayuttaya; President
(Thailand Convention & exhibition Bureau
(TCEB) MICE in Thailand
Dr. Luxmon Attapich; Deputy Secretary General
(Eastern Corridor Office of Thailand (EECo)
Ms. Suvimol Toungvutigul; Vice president of
Chonburi Chamber of Commerce
Mr. Denis Richter; General Manager (Renaissance Pattaya Resort & Spa
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NTCC Dutch Jubilee Garden Party Recap
By Nattharika Kaonachaithawon, Marketing & Communications manager, Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce

The NTCC successfully organized the Dutch Jubilee
Garden Party at the Sindhorn Kempinski Hotel Bangkok
on Saturday, November 13, 2021. The night took place
in the Flourish restaurant and outdoor terrace.
Approximately 300 guests joined us in this lovely
celebration. This event was the first large gathering
event since the restriction of COVID-19. Guest
excitedly gathered to celebrate and enjoy each other’s
company. Indeed, it was a day of celebration as the
Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC) is
celebrating its 30th anniversary. Organizations that
joined us in this milestone are Stichting Thailand
Zakelijk (STZ) celebrating its 10th anniversary and
the Nederlandse Vereniging Thailand (NVT) celebrating
its outstanding 80th anniversary.

Rob Hurenkamp from NTCC, Onno Stienen from STZ,
and H.E. Mr. Remco van Wijngaarden.

Attendees were greeted at the entrance with registration and given their wristband by TicketMelon.
Wristbands can be used to purchase food and drinks
of choice within the event. Guest also have the option of
topping up their wristband credit at any point during
the night.

Pictured from left to right are Onno Stienen, Bep
Fleuren-Lucassen , H.E. Mr. Remco van Wijngaarden,
and Rob Hurenkamp in front of the beautiful backdrop
for the event.

Hans van den Born, Executive Director at NTCC, was
the MC of the event which led us to the opening
speeches. Guests gathered on the outdoor terrace,
where the stage took place, to hear speeches from
Bep Fleuren-Lucassen from NVT,

Guests enjoyed a night under the stars dancing to the
joyful tunes from Athalie, Rick and the JazzIAM Band.
The dance floor was filled with familiar faces and
fabulous moves.
This event would not be possible with the generous support
from all attendees, and most importantly, Mazars,
B-Quik, Nutreco — our orange sponsors, Bangkok
Hospital, Caldic, BR Group, Thai Tank Terminal, and Mr.
Paul Flipse — our gold sponsors, Faber Flags and
TicketMelon — our in-kind sponsors.
For those who missed the Dutch Jubilee Garden Party,
you can watch the event highlight on the NTCC Flix
Channel on YouTube along with our past events.
Photos from the event is also available for download
on the NTCC Flickr account.
We hope to see you at our future events.
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Dutch Jubilee Garden Party
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Chiang Mai Alive Business Forum 2021
On Wednesday, November 24, 2021, the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of
Commerce (NTCC) and the Singapore-Thai Chamber of Commerce on
behalf of the Joint Foreign Chambers of Commerce in Thailand (JFCCT)
visited the Chiang Mai Chamber of Commerce together with Thailand
Convention and Exhibition Bureau’s Northern Office, and Business representatives from Elephant Parade, Lasermed Co., Ltd., Paak Dang
Chiang Mai, and ASIA DMC Thailand. The meeting was fruitful and
initiative as the delegates came up with the various interesting themes
and ideas.
On Thursday, November 25, 2021, the same delegates met with the
host of the setting, Science and Technology Park "Chiangmai University,
introducing the talented local SMEs and entrepreneurs. All were able to
exchange experiences about the obstacles that had to be overcome
over the past years. It was our pleasure to attend these meetings,
we cherish the connections and collaboration with the local business
community and are looking forward to a promising future together.
On the same day, the NTCC joined the Chiang Mai Alive Business Forum
2021 at the Science and Technology Park, Chiangmai University" on
behalf of the JFCCT. The event was organized by the Northern MICE
Thailand and the Thailand Convention & Exhibition Bureau (TCEB). The
structure of the event including four interesting sessions: Gastronomy
& Agrofood, Health & Wellness, Creative Industries, and Tourism & MICE.
Discussions were on how Chiang Mai survived so far and how it well
recover from the impact of the global pandemic, COVID-19. From this,
we can see that Chiang Mai is a very attractive city that is unique with
its capability that will be able to grow, developed and explored. Both
the inbound and outbound connections are crucial for this development.
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Recent NTCC Events

8 November | ADCN: How to Engage a Remote
Workforce?

26 November | Multi-Chamber Eastern Seaboard
Networking

The COVID-19 pandemic has changed the world that we
know of. There is now a much higher focus on hybrid and
flexible work so that employees and candidates can have
better control of their work-life balance. But how can
companies scale up to implement hybrid work policies to
meet the workforce’s new expectations?

On Friday, November 26, 2021, The Netherlands-Thai
Chamber of Commerce in collaboration with BeLu
Thai and other partner chambers, hosted the
Multi-Chamber Eastern Seaboard Networking at the
Royal Varuna Yacht Club in Pattaya.

In this webinar, in cooperation with the Asean Dutch
Chamber Network, looked at how employers in Singapore
and Malaysia move with the times to meet these new HR
challenges.

It was a relaxing time for guest to socialize and enjoy
each other’s company. Attendees enjoyed their
food and drinks with the comfort of live music during
the event. The turnout was fantastic and we hope to
see you again at our upcoming events.

New Individual members
Ronald van Kleunen

Jelle Holterhues

Sales Specialist
Enterprise Network Cisco
E: ronald@globeron.com
T: +66 870929386

Marketing Manager
Epitome Insurance OP
E: jelle@epitome-insurance.com
T: +66 629985506

Sunita Bottse

Tannarii Phulsawadi

Chief Executive Officer
SUPERNAP (Thailand) Company Limited
E: sunita@supersnap.co.th
T: +66 952080280

Sales Manager
Epitome Insurance OP
E: tannarii@epitome-insurance.com
T: +66 806222044
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New Corporate Members

Actio Global Consultancy Co., Ltd.

2 Jasmine City Building floor 25 room 17,
Sukhumvit Soi 23, Klongtoey Nue,
Wattana, Bangkok 10110

Patrick Moet

Managing Director

T: +66 52029763
E: info@actioconsultancy.com
W: www.actioconsultancy.com
Actio Global Consultancy Co., Ltd. Is a all in one consultancy
firm which aim is helping the local Thai Market as well the expat community. By helping, we mean developing and creating
capabilities and characteristics together with the utilization of
own qualities and strong points. That includes any individual or business of any format or spending capacity. Our aim is to connect
and create a vibrant business and investment climate which can
count on its own strength and uniqueness.
The fields that we are specialized in are, Business Management
Consultancy, Private Consultancy, IT and Software Consultancy,
Print/Online/Television Productions and Marketing Consultancy,
Financial and Accounting Consultancy, Legal Consultancy &
Due Diligence Projects, Investigations on Investments, Frauds
and Scams, Sourcing and Import & Export Consultancy, Mystery
Shopping Services and Business Development Consultancy,
Human Resources and many more. As the new umbrella for all
our global activities that has been carried out in the last 30 years
by many different companies, we opened Actio Global Consultancy to bring everything under one brand, one logo and one
identity. Actio Global Consultancy Co., Ltd. Because your matter
is our concern!

Signify Commercial (Thailand)
Co., Ltd

1768 Thai Summit Tower 26th Floor,
New Petchburi, Bangkapi,
Huaykwang Bangkok 10310

Signify (Euronext: LIGHT) is the world leader in lighting for professionals and consumers and lighting for the Internet of Things.
Our Philips products, Interact connected lighting systems and
data-enabled services, deliver business value and transform life
in homes, buildings and public spaces. With 2020 sales of EUR
6.5 billion, we have approximately 39,000 employees and are
present in over 70 countries. We unlock the extraordinary potential of light for brighter lives and a better world. We achieved
carbon neutrality in 2020, have been in the Dow Jones Sustainability
World Index since our IPO for four consecutive years and were
named Industry Leader in 2017, 2018 and 2019.

71/2 Moo 4, Paksong, Phato,
Chumphon, 86180

Poirterslaan 19, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands 5611 LA

Joost Helm

Co-Founder

T: +31 652456862
E: joost@eipo.nl
W: www.eipo.nl
The Eindhoven International Project Office (EIPO) engages
knowledge, experience and networks, to support regions and
cities around the world to design, coordinate and implement
socio-economic development strategies. EIPO’s focus is on
implementing Triple Helix collaboration models, building better
and new ecosystems, developing smart and livable cities and
(international) marketing. EIPO’s approach is to engage locally
to strategize and accelerate smarter development of cities and
regions towards a more knowledge-based economy with higher
added value to local communities.

Managing Director

T: +66 20890050
E: Jagannathan.s@signify.com
W: www.signify.com/th-th

TCDF-Thai Child
Development Foundation

Eindhoven International
Project Office

Jaganathan
Srinivasan

Rosalie Tieges

Director/Founder

T: +66 987057660
E: rtieges@gmail.com
W: www.thaichilddevelopment.org
The Thai Child Development Foundation (TCDF) is a Thai and
Dutch foundation that supports underprivileged children in rural
Thailand through healthcare and special needs education. TCDF
works closely together with government institutions, schools
and hospitals throughout the country with focus on the south
where the center is based. Since 2004 TCDF outreach workers
have empowered hundreds of children from underserved communities by facilitating operations, physiotherapy, scholarships
and special needs education. While training daily caretakers and
local women in the villages. TCDF organizes sustainable support
systems on a community level.
We're inviting the NTTC network to partner for the U. N. Sustainable
Development Goals:
• TAX DEDUCTIBLE DONATIONS in Thailand and the Netherlands.
Donate towards healthcare, education, or sustainability.
• TEAMBUILDING & VOLUNTEERING for Thai teams. Share a
skill online or onsite at our Circular Economy Learning center.
• NATURE RETREAT Holiday for Charity gift vouchers for
teams & families.
• FAIR TRADE SHOP Products by -and for- students with
special needs
Do! contact TCDF’s founder Rosalie to expand your impact and
together develop a customized CSR program with a (social) media
campaign that aligns with both our missions!
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WAKE UP CALL FOR THOSE MAKING BEDS AND FRYING EGGS……….....?
By Mark van Ogtrop, Director at Beacon Sky Hospitality and Wellity Asia Co Ltd

There are many positives that have come out of this
pandemic. To name of few “crucial’ ones, all our bills
are HALF, including even the AIS mobile bill…………
now that one, that is the dilemma !
Let me explain, up until February 2020, my partner
and myself were sitting next to the phone and it was
ringing alright and business flowed in nicely…………
we didn’t really need to think out of the box, and
frankly life was good and we were doing our traditional
shit. Allow me to elaborate, we are in the hotel industry ,
so the only thing that we know how to do is as we say :
“Making beds and Frying eggs”.
So back in February last year : From one day to
the other, I kid you not, the phone stopped ringing
?! Yep : we are totally in the wrong business for
this pandemic and literally all our hotel owners and
clients went into hiding……..So we both, my partner
and I got a true wake up call. It was clear : we
could not sit home and wait for the ring tone. Soon
we acknowledged what had to be done : PIVOT,
BE AGILE , REINVENT, …..dont you love these words ?
All true due to the pandemic and what a great
learning curve it was. But this is slightly boring for
the readers, so lets not elaborate.

What is less boring however and the essence of this
article, which is the interesting change of attitude in
the workforce and in the service industry in general.
That is the true wake up call and which change is
here to stay.
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We are not even out of the pandemic and we globally
see the big new challenge to get people in the
service industry back to work ! Domestically in
TH most employees in the service business were
forced to go upcountry , and go back home and stay
with the family. Now they came to realize, that life
back home is maybe not that bad, more relaxed ,
more chill and yes far less stress. Yes the salaries
and income may be lower upcountry, but the cost of
living, housing and the basic day to day expenses are
much lower back home than that they are in BKK =
so have a looksi and the bottom line net income is
not that much different. The conclusion is to better
stay home and chill with a view over the rice paddy
……. .and eat khao pad made by mom.

Globally the trend is not much different, most employees
were forced to look at other sources of income and
many found new opportunities working from home
and doing new jobs in e commerce and selling on
line or doing jobs through internet. Why go back to
service industry…….?......with long working hours,
strict working schedules, guests looking down on
you or complaining about the quality of the French
fries (…that you did not even make yourself) The
conclusion is the same, in that the bottom line income
is not different and life is chill when you can lay on
the couch at home and in between work you can
play with your dog at any given hour of the day……
The naked truth is that the hotel industry never
respected the rack and file staff as they should
have. Before the pandemic many employees

were burned out, due to long working hours and
high demands from employers. But no one really
acknowledged these burn outs existed and paid little
attention to it. Well, thank you pandemic , the tables
have turned and the industry has to wake up…..

can check him out on You Tube and Ted Talk and
allow some time to LISTEN and absorb. A first reaction
may be : “Well that sounds great , but it does not
apply to my business” but ofcourse after me having
studied it a bit more , I was able to prove myself wrong.
The question was more : “Am I able to change my
attitude ?” “Do I have the guts to change ?” and
yes you may see that it also applies to your business.
So besides getting the phone to ring again to regain
business and regain lost revenue, this crisis has
also learned us to change our management style
and business values. As such this crisis is for the
better, as we are being forced to change our
attitude and reset the values in our companies.
Wish us all good luck, being in the service industry
or not : We all may be blessed to change our
attitudes….Oh, by the way , the good news is that
my AIS phone bill is up again and I have changed the
ring tone……

The line of business should no longer be : “what is
the lowest acceptable salary that we can pay and
for the highest amount of hours ?” So time has
come to that we need to change the way we manage
and we need to change the values. We are to instill
pride with the “associates” and gives them empowerment, while managing with respect. A solution to
this is to turn the model upside down and allow the
associates to set the rules. We should more look at
the model to allow management from the bottom up.
This approach would allow associates for example
to set their own schedules and for them to set the
rules and to set the goals / targets themselves and
to even set their remuneration. This is a method of
self control and self correction that has proven to
work.
I hence welcome you to think out of the box and see
a way to turn our management literally upside down
and think such strategy through.

Mark van Ogtrop
Executive Director
Beacon Sky Hospitality
2 Jasmine City Building, 25 Floor, Sukhumvit 23
Sukhumvit Road Khlongtoey Nua, Wattana Bangkok
Thailand 10110
th

For inspiration please look up a remarkable gent
called “Ricardo Semler”. Ricardo is a Brazilian
business man who has built successful businesses
by turning his management upside down and allowing
all employees to decide themselves how they work
and to instill a self correcting method among his
employees, instead of the company setting the
rules. Literally abolish the top down approach. You

T: +66 848794105
E: mark@beaconskyhospitality.com
W: www.beaconskyhospitality.com
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Member News
ARBURG Planetary roller screw drive - Now with
five-year guarantee!

At present, the number of the elderly has been rising,
which raises health concerns among international
public health organizations. One of the most common
health problems in older males is Benign Prostatic
Hyperplasia (BPH), which is found in 50% of men 50
and over and 70% of men 60 and over.
Bumrungrad realizes the problem and has adopted
the latest minimally invasive procedure by water vapor
therapy for BPH for the first time in Thailand. This
convenient, fastand minimally invasive procedure is
appropriate for people who have trouble urinating
resulting from BPH.

Professor Nicholas Day, Director of the Mahidol
Oxford Research Unit (MORU) Bangkok and Professor
Sir Nicholas White, Chairman of the Wellcome Trust's
South East Asian Research
Units at MORU met with the Bangkok Patana School
community on Wednesday 17th November. More than
100 people logged in to the virtual event to learn more
about the spread of COVID-19, vaccinations and treatments. As leaders of the field both here in Thailand and
overseas, they are well-versed in the effectiveness of
vaccines, mask-wearing and the most effective drugs
used to treat COVID patients. They fielded questions
from members of the Patana community including
those on the effectiveness of ATK testing, discerning
the differences between COVID and the seasonal flu
and antiviral treatments currently available in Thailand.

New technology for benign prostatic hyperplasia
treatment with water vapor

Bumrungrad performed the latest minimally
invasive procedure by water vapor therapy
for Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia for the first
time in Thailand.

The water vapor therapy for Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH) has been approved by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) since 2015. It is also
approved by the Thai Food and Drug Administration in
early 2021.
Bumrungrad’s Urology Center strives to provide
accurate diagnosis and immediate, effective treatments which meet international safety standards.
Scan to view packages.
Urology Center 16th Floor,
A Building Bumrungrad Hospital
Hotline: 061 409 3943 or 1378
(local calls only)
E-mail: urologycenter@bumrungrad.com

Indorama Ventures included in the Dow Jones
Sustainability Indices (DJSI) for the fifth consecutive year

Indorama Ventures Public Company Limited (IVL), a global
sustainable chemical company, announced its inclusion in
the DJSI World and the DJSI Emerging Markets for the third
and fifth consecutive year respectively. The successive
years of DJSI inclusion reflect IVL’s strong commitment to
sustainability with globally recognized industry best-inclass practices.
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Storing
vital products
with care
Thai Tank Terminal is the leading independent tank storage company in Thailand.
Specialising in storage and handling solutions for industrial chemical production
plants, distributors and traders, Thai Tank Terminal ensures safe, clean and efficient
storage and handling of bulk liquid products and gases to the highest international
quality standards. By doing so, we ensure security of supply and enable the delivery
of products vital to your business and our society.

Contact us today at
Head office
19 I-1 Road, Map Ta Phut,
21150 Muang, Rayong, Thailand
Telephone: +66 3867 3500
Email: theo.o@thaitank.com

Bangkok office
123 Suntowers B, 29th Floor,
Vibhavadi-Rangsit Road, Chomphon, Chatuchak,
Bangkok, 10900
Telephone: +66-2617 6450-3

This year, 139 chemical companies were selected
from more than 11,000 companies from 61 industries.
IVL ranked in the 97th percentile with full scores in the
areas of environmental and social compliance, enabling
policies through industry associations, human rights
protections in the workplace and value chain, and
sustainable water management including forecasting
potential water related risks in operations.
Yash Lohia, Chief Sustainability Officer at Indorama
Ventures, said, "As a global leader, this is an important
milestone in our operations as we transform the
chemical industry. Our inclusion in the DJSI for the fifth
year running is a tribute to how IVL’s operations are
contributing to a more sustainable future. Our strategy
includes focusing on climate action, aligning with the
world's net zero ambitions, strengthening the circular
economy and PET recycling with our ambitious targets,
and enhancing shared value with our stakeholders.”

Monza and Milan, Frette uses the finest fibers and collaborates with the most skilled Italian artisans to craft
products that embody luxury and comfort.
Known for chic, original designs and inimitable finish
and feel, Frette linens can be found in the world’s most
illustrious hotels. In Thailand this includes Rosewood
Hotels, The St. Regis, The Peninsula Hotel, and The
Luxury Collection hotels.
For more information
regarding Frette you can contact HST,
the distributor for Frette.
http://hotel-supply-thailand.com/frette/
or scan the QR code.

Transfer-pricing brochure

Waldorf Astoria and Conrad Hotels & Resorts
Partner With Frette.

Two of Hilton’s luxury brands, announced today a
partnership with Frette, supplier of the finest linens,
to debut a new luxurious top-of bed linen program
across both brand portfolios
With this new partnership with Frette, Waldorf Astoria
will feature top-of bed 100% cotton sateen 400 thread
count linens in crisp white with a sleek line of piping as
well as Waldorf Astoria’s logo meticulously woven on
the front pillowcases, while Conrad will feature top-of
bed 100% cotton sateen 300 thread count linens in
crisp white with a single line of sleek white piping.

Mazars in Thailand recently published its transfer-pricing (“TP”) brochure, which outlines the new TP
documentation requirements effective from 1 January
2021. Thailand’s tax laws use the arm’s-length principle
and impose penalties for failing to comply with the TP
documentation and disclosure requirements. It is
important for taxpayers to review their TP policies
to ensure that they comply with the arm’s-length
principle and are aware of the new rules, in order
to avoid additional tax assessments and penalties.
Mazars transfer pricing experts can provide, develop,
and implement customised transfer pricing solutions
that fit clients’ commercial and tax strategies and
mitigate tax risks.
To download the free brochure, please visit Mazars’website:
www.mazars.co.th/Home/Services/Tax/Transfer-pricing
#MazarsinThailand #TransferPricing #Tax

For 160 years, Frette has brought comfort to homes of
the world with masterfully crafted linens and decorative
accessories of unparalleled quality. From its bases in
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We are ready to
get you there
We know a seat is a lot more than just a place to sit. It makes dreams come
true, brings you back to the people you love, carries you to that first job abroad.
That’s why we are currently resuming our flights to a growing number of
destinations. We offer a flexible rebooking guarantee, which means you will be
rebooked free of charge if your flight is cancelled. You can also opt to get your
money back or accept a voucher for future travel.
We’re taking extra measures to ensure that our passengers and crew feel safe
when travelling. Whenever you’re ready to fly, we are ready to get you there.
For further information about our latest flight schedules and our safety
measures, please visit klm.co.th

PHILANTHROPY CONNECTIONS CELEBRATES
ITS 10th ANNIVERSARY!

and concerns. When it comes to mental health, different
personalities require different approaches so all activities organised during the online event will be structured
in accordance with each group’s needs and interests.
Those who are willing to discover themselves and to
improve their mental wellbeing are welcome and highly
encouraged to join this captivating online experience.

SUPERNAP (Thailand) also provides digital
infrastructure to healthcare to help save lives.

In our first 10 years, PCF has helped create opportunities for tens of thousands of beneficiaries. Currently, we
have 30 active projects (including emergency projects)
and 8.6 permanent members of staff. With very little
overhead and paying local salaries, we work hard for
the thousands of people we support.
We may be a tiny organisation, but we consistently find
and support effective community-run projects. Projects
that have great impact. These projects are "hidden" in
remote, underserved communities who have no access
to grants or sponsors.
Find out about our work in our 2020
Annual Report:

Stenden Thailand

New technologies for the healthcare industry are designed to
allow clinics, hospitals, and other medical care providers to
increase the quality services by making processes more
efficient. However, to reach their high-performance
potential, these applications need fast, secure, and
scalable digital infrastructure solutions.
SUPERNAP (Thailand), the most advanced Tier IV certified
data center in the ASEAN, provides colocation and
cloud services to all industries with mission critical
data. Stability and real time features are of the utmost
importance for dangerous sequences, either during
industrial repairs, or medical procedures such as the
solutions YEyes supports.

Several representants of Stenden Thailand recently
attended an NTCC event hosted by Tom Sorensen
about Psychometric and Cognitive tools. A discussion
about various tools used in assessing one’s personality
has particularly intrigued and inspired a group of
students to create an online event on mental health,
by using personality-based division for attendees.

YEyes Augmented Reality (AR) smart glasses in collaboration with SUPERNAP (Thailand) Tier IV data center
GWS (Global Web Service) provides healthcare organizations with a cost-effective solution to increase the
care to patients in necessity at-a-distance. Surgeons
can coordinate with other far away specialists during
crucial interventions for advice or guidance, or do
diagnostics remotely, reducing the exposure of
medical personnel to infection.

The event aims to offer the participants, both teachers and students, various ways of dealing and overcoming stress, anxiety, and other similar issues during
these pandemic times, when mental health has
become a subject of high concern. In order to increase
its efficiency, the event is primarily based on the concept
of dividing individuals into groups of people who share
similar character traits, personality types, behaviours,

In addition to leveraging cloud computing to reduce
latency and increase data processing speed, having a
local cloud provider benefit further the organizations in
need of efficiency and reduce costs as it avoids traffic
between regions and zones.
For more information:
www.supernap.co.th
marketing@supernap.co.th
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Thai Child Development Foundation (TCDF)

The Thai Child Development Foundation (TCDF) has
supported underprivileged children in rural Thailand
through healthcare and (special needs) education
since 2004. TCDF works closely together with community leaders in the villages, schools and hospitals.
TCDF has grown from a small-scale community volunteer
initiative in the south into an efficient foundation
creating sustainable change in villages throughout the
country by training local women.
Founder/director Rosalie shared that “at TCDF we act
local but we think global. We make use of the knowledge
in our international network and then we adapt, simplify and translate it so it can be implemented by our
community partners in the villages. Understandable also
for uneducated people. For the last 15+ years we
focused on leading by example. We provide customized healthcare and special needs education
solutions to children from challenged families. This is
a challenging time and right now the long-term effect
of school closures and lockdowns is just starting to
become clear. The need for support and child protection
is still rising day by day while at the same time the
foundation has lost its support and income from a lack
of visitors to the restaurant, farm, fair trade shop and
camp venue."
TCDF hopes to become more well-known outside the
communities it currently works in and find sponsors to
make tax deductible donations towards healthcare,
child protection services and scholarships. Sponsors
can also donate products for the farm such as fish and
chicken feed, packaging material for the homemade
products such as herbal soap & shampoos, organic
coffee & tea’s etcetera. Sponsors are invited to visit
the center / Forest school close to Ranong.

Safran Cabin
About Safran
Safran is an international high-technology group,
operating in the aviation (propulsion, equipment,
and Interiors), defense and space markets. Its core
purpose is to contribute to a safer, more sustainable
world, where air transport is more environmentally
friendly, comfortable, and accessible. Safran has a
global presence, with 76,000 employees and sales
of 16.5 billion euros in 2020, and holds, alone or in
partnership, world, or regional leadership positions in
its core markets.
Safran Cabin designs, certifies, manufactures, and
supports innovative aircraft cabin interiors, equipment
and systems, providing airlines and OEM Customers
with distinctive aircraft branding, and their passengers
with a safe, comfortable, and enjoyable flying experience.
Safran Cabin Bangkok and Safran Cabin Lamphun
Safran has been manufacturing in Thailand since 1987,
currently operating in 2 locations and employing in total
more than 2,100 people.
Safran Cabin Bangkok Ltd., located in Samut Prakan –
Bangkok Free Trade Zone, is hosting 1 business unit,
Air Cargo Equipment and produces Air Cargo Containers
and Air Cargo Pallets in aluminum and composite
materials.
Klaus Hofmann – VP/GM
Business Air Cargo Equipment
& Safran Cabin Bangkok
Email:
Klaus.Hofmann@safrangroup.com
Safran Cabin Bangkok Ltd.
999/146-153 Bangsaothong, Bangsaothong, Samutprakan,
10570 Thailand
Safran Cabin Lamphun Ltd., located in the Northern
Region Industrial Estate of Lamphun, is hosting 3 business
unit activities which produces:
• Air Catering Equipment – Trolleys, Food containers,
Drawers and other non-electrical Galley inserts
• Manufacturing Asia – Parts Making Operation
(Extrusions, Milling, Sheet Metal & Surface
treatments)
• Electrical Inserts Thailand – Coffee & Espresso
makers, Microwaves, Ovens, Trash compactors,
Air Chillers & Water boilers
Jerry van Vive – VP/GM Business
Air Catering Equipment & Safran
Cabin Lamphun
Email:
Jerry.Vanvive@safrangroup.com
Northern Region Industrial Estate
68/2-3 Moo 4 Tumbol Banklang, Lamphun, 51000 Thailand
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